Care & Maintenance

GYM-FLOR

Congratulations on selecting Dex-O-Tex Gym-Flor
Flooring System. Just follow the recommendations
below to maximize the life of your new surface.

Do not roll heavy equipment such as pianos, net
standards, etc. on floor unless equipped with rubber
wheels of sufficient width to prevent indentation.

Cleaning

Do not permit rubber mats to remain on floor for long
periods of time as certain types of mats may stain floor.

Dry mop floor daily or as required with treated dust
mop to remove all loose dirt, grit, litter or foreign
matter. Wet mop as required to remove localized
spillage of food substances, etc. Floor areas subject to
scratching by trackage of sand or grit carried in from
outside areas should be swept frequently.

Maintenance

Avoid, if possible, applying game tape, line markings
as these will eventually become difficult to remove
without damaging the floor surface. However, if
installed, remove such tape carefully by scraping with
a blunt putty knife after dampening the tape with a rag
soaked with mineral spirits.

Periodically, as necessary, scrub floor with floor
maintenance machine or scrubber-vac. Machine should
mount a soft brush or scrubbing pad. Use neutral liquid
detergent solution in strength as recommended by
detergent manufacturer for resilient tile maintenance.
When cleaning solution becomes dirty, discard it and
mix a fresh solution. Hard to remove dirt, black heel
marks, etc. should be rubbed gently with scrubbing pad
wet with detergent solution.
A typical Dex-O-Tex Gym-Flor installation will give
many months of service without refinishing. However,
the floor should be checked periodically to see any
evidence of wear-off of final coating. When this
becomes apparent, contact a qualified Dex-O-Tex
Factory
Trained
Applicator
for
refinishing
recommendations.

Common Problems to Avoid
Avoid cutting, gouging or scratching floor with sharp
pointed metal objects. Folding tables, chairs and
gymnastic equipment should be fitted with rubbertipped legs. Metal volleyball net standards should be
fitted with rubber protective pads. Roller skates should
be fitted with urethane wheels and protective pads to
prevent impact of sharp metal surfaces on the floor.
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